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DATA SHEET 

 

Survox IVR – Automated Phone Survey Solution  

IVR Integrated Workflows Reduce Costs, Scale, and Improve Call Center Productivity 

 

 

Willing and able survey participants are a precious and perhaps unrenewable 

resource. You can now be prepared to listen to them whenever and however 

they choose to participate in your study. After all, there are quotas to be filled.   

 

Participants calling into a Survox® study can take a short IVR screener, complete 

a full survey or be transferred to a live agent familiar with the study.  

 

Survox IVR extends your data collection platform to streamline processes and 

enable you to reduce labor costs for traditional phone studies. 

 

Handling Returned Calls  

When potential participants are called by a number they do not recognize on their mobile phone, many choose to call 

back the phone number that called them. This callback rate is 10x the rate of land line participants. Survox IVR will 

recognize their phone numbers and pass the respondent to the next available agent familiar with their study.  

 

Our integrated Interactive Voice Response (IVR) workflow ensures that callbacks from respondents are answered 

immediately. This workflow automation blends inbound calls with outbound calls into interviewer queues and eliminates 

the need for dedicated staff to field inbound calls.  

 

Screen, Transfer and Manage Calls — Increase Operational Flexibility 

The software also handles respondent identification, call transfers, and manages “wait time” to trigger actions that 

maximize caller retention. Call centers can augment functions performed by phone interviewers by IVR to screen, 

schedule, or conduct an interview. Screening questions can be conducted by IVR before the call is transferred to an 

interviewer. In addition, respondents can be transferred from the interviewer to IVR to capture sensitive information or to 

quickly gather post-survey feedback.  

 

Cost Effective — Use IVR to Conduct the Entire Interview  

Some studies (i.e., short, political, and simple studies) are perfect for an IVR-only methodology, which can be done with 

a much smaller budget than one that requires a headcount. You can even hear the open ended responses.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Our clients appreciate the  

significant cost savings of using  

IVR from CFMC and they were very 

happy with the results. With v.8.8, it is 

very easy to program an IVR study or 

convert a phone interviewing study to 

an IVR study.”    

Frank Barney 

Partner/IT Director, Venture Data, LLC 
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IVR for Multi-Mode Data Collection 

Surveys can now be designed to allow respondents to choose the mode for 

responding. The respondent may take the survey by selecting on-device, online, 

IVR, or on-phone. A survey can also be designed to span more than one mode.  

 

With IVR-to-phone capabilities, inbound calls are answered with a pre-recorded 

response and immediately transferred to the appropriate interviewer. This enables 

the seamless handling of inbound calls before transferring the caller to an available 

live interviewer. IVR reduces call inbound abandon rates, since all calls can be 

nurtured until an interviewer is available. 

 

IVR Programming is Easy and Fast 

Programing for IVR survey creation is simple and efficient. You can apply the same 

set of logic to a series of questions and easily and quickly modify the rules as 

needed. For example, you can to program certain questions with the same unique 

instructions for specific groups of questions, saving time. Survent® programming is 

standardized to handle the researcher’s requirements for record level, contact, and 

sample handling parameters. 

 

 

ABOUT CFMC — WHEN QUOTA MATTERS 

CFMC Survox® multi-mode data collection solutions and services empower market 
research and opinion polling organizations to field studies with precise quota 
requirements, incorporate complex survey designs, and meet time-sensitive data 
collection processes. The Survent® platform enables sample management, survey 
programming, survey execution, operational reporting and client data preparation 
across a mix of data collection modes — phone, web, Interactive Voice Response 
(IVR), mobile and heterogeneous vendor solutions. Our integrated predictive dialer 
and IVR capabilities empower users to build highly flexible operations that cater to 
respondent preferences while ensuring project completion in the shortest time and 
optimal cost. More details are available at www.cfmc.com.   
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IVR FEATURES 
 

 Create and field custom IVR 

surveys 

 Provide blended inbound and 

outbound handling with v8. 

o Inbound calls can be routed to 

an interviewer if one is 

available,  

OR 

o If interviewers are busy on 

outbound studies, inbound 

calls may be routed to an IVR 

survey 

 Deliver inbound call handling 

 Transfer from live agent to IVR 

 Transfer from IVR to live agent 

 Offer programmable custom 

greeting messages 

 Provide sound file playback 

capabilities for interviews 

 Offer language-specific IVR 

questions 

 

Powered by Survent 

Survox IVR programming instructions 

are prepared and delivered via the 

Survent platform.  An inbound IVR call 

can utilize any Survent-based logic, 

including: 

 Quota testing 

 Third-party database access 

 Remote mobile phone access 

 Custom messaging 

 Queuing to special groups 

 Appointment settings/callbacks 

and more. 

http://www.cfmc.com/

